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1928—and "KING" Saxophones

The greatest thing we offer you for 1928 is the perfection proven by a year's playing in 1927! The recorded experience of thousands is conclusive evidence that King Saxophones are right—mechanically and musically.

Can we improve on perfection?

To change from a proven design and from proven methods is to seek more talking points at the expense of our customers; it is to place a higher valuation on more newsroom than we do on actual quality. That would be far from King policy.

There have been many changes and refinements made in King Saxophones during 1927. But each proves its merit before being incorporated in the proven King Saxophone. A still finer cap-skin hide has been found for pad coverings; an entirely new precision device permits still greater accuracy in key assembly; a new principle gives complete assurance against leakage in the G sharp key. These are but three of the many betterments that come to you in 1928.

But the great things we offer you in 1928 are 100% in quality—quality that is proven by a full year's experience. And back of that year stands the many years in which King Saxophones have been rendering unusual service, giving unusual satisfaction.

One year ago we said: "King Saxophones are absolutely accurate in tune, have a tone of exceptional purity and richness, are the easiest of all saxophones to play, and will give years of trouble-free service."

Now, at the start of 1928, we repeat that statement. Echoing that repetition is the voiced opinion of the thousands who found new playing pleasure in King Saxophones during 1927.

Let this proven merit help you. A King Saxophone will bring you greater pleasure and a better performance. A playing test will prove that this is true. And that test is yours for the asking.
Music Supervisors  Band and Orchestra Instructors

Foundation to Band Playing

By Fred O. Griffen

A 4N Elementary Method For Individual or Class Instruction. (All Parts, Wind and Strings.) Not "just another beginner's system," but an entirely different one. Contains material for 16 weeks' study, so carefully graded and explained that it will not, so to speak, "stick the band." Each lesson follows consecutively and no lesson is harder than the first, provided each previous lesson has been learned. Following is an outline of each lesson:

Tuning
Diagram with full explanation showing correct note for each instrument to play while tuning.

Introduction
A concise explanation of the author's ideas, so they may be better understood by the teacher, instructor and student.

Advice to the Student
Valuable advice given to the student for the study of his instrument.

Lesson One
A comprehensive outline of the fundamentals of music. So clear a very young student will have no trouble in understanding.

Lesson Two
A complete explanation of this lesson and the other lessons are given. To show the natural progress of these lessons and the 16th or last, the first line of each is shown.

Lesson Three

Lesson Four
Introducing Whole, Half, Dotted Half and Quarter Notes.

Lesson Six
Sixteenth Notes. Rhythm Studies.

Lesson Eight
Rhythmed Exercises and Pieces.

Lesson Fifteen
A concert suite, illustrating the note combinations to be found in such music. By comparing this to the first and last lessons.

Lesson Sixteen
Seven Major Scales for Unison Practice.

Whole Notes and Rests

First Line of Fiftieth Lesson

Lesson Nine
Sixteenth Notes and Pieces.

Lesson Ten
Dotted Eighth Notes and Pieces.

Lesson Eleven
Sixteenth Rhythm and Pieces.

Lesson Twelve
Symphony.

Lesson Thirteen
Lessons in Melody Playing.

Lesson Fourteen
March Time.

Lesson Seventeen
A concert suite, illustrating the note combinations to be found in such music. By comparing this to the first and last lessons.

Lesson Eighteen
Seven Major Scales for Unison Practice.

Last Page
A programme suggesting first concert.

Just Published
Polish Dance Orchestra Collection No. 4

Comprising 16 pieces of Polish Folks Dance music. Published for 16 parts.

Price: $1.00

J. Fischer & Bro.
316 West 18th Street
New York City

Lipskin and Son

Leipskin and Son music house

1635 Walnut Street
Kansas City, Mo.

Ditson's Easy Orchestra Folio

Special Features
1. The melody is in easy gradations and especially for orchestra choirs.
2. The first Viola part is in the First Position with proper harmonies.
3. The double Bass Violin is in Double and for performers who can play in the positions.
4. A Regular Second Violin part in Melodic form is included.
5. The Third Violin part is intended as a substitute for the Viola.
6. Church and Court parts are for 3 instruments.
7. A Tenor part is published in the Dutch Clef.
8. The Piano part has the entire melody excerpted.

Take advantage of introductory price.

Instrumentation
First Violin (or position), Ordinary 1st Viola (or position), Ordinary 2nd Viola, Cello, Bass and Double Bass, Alto, Tenor, Baritone, Bassoon, French Horn, Trumpet, Tuba, Timpani and Orchestra Percussion. Complete score and parts for sale. Sizes: 9" x 12", 10" x 13". On sale also in parts. Regular Price $1.00. Prices Other Books: .50

Public Address
Piano Book: $ .75

Price $ .34

Thirty Transcriptions for the Organ

Edited by Gordon Balch Nevin

Prepared for the use of the theatrical worker, the recitalist and the church organist. Many styles of music are represented. For the most part, these pieces are unpublished in other collections of organ music; they range from Bach and Handel to Wagner and Rachmaninoff, with American composers adequately represented. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt.

Price: $2.50

Oliver Ditson Co.
129 Tremont St., Boston

Try Your Music Store First
Holton SILVERED CLARINET
(with Keys and Mechanism of Solid Sterling Silver)

As every musician familiar with Holton quality would know, here is a clarinet to challenge and overcome every argument forARTH-specific woods or nickel or special compositions. In almost numbers tests for tone, conduted before eminent clarinettists, it has never been possible to distinguish the tone quality of the Holton Silv-ered Clarinet from the very highest priced wood instruments. More often such comparisons favor the Holton because of the bigger, fonder tone and the perfect tune of every note throughout the range.

The wood clarinet, no matter how well seasoned, is subject to changes in temperature and climate conditions which cause contraction and expansion of the bore. That metal rings less and the mechanism tightens is impossible proof of this. What's more, such changes in bench are not uniform for the length of the instrument and correspondently affect certain tubes and not others, greatly handicapping the player who has passages so rapidly that favoring of any instrument is impossible. Furthermore, the wood clarinet often cracks, warps and breaks and in the long run is more expensive.

Rubber or composition materials are subject to almost the same conditions as wood, although not as great an extent.

Product of Over Five Years of Research

The Holton Silvered Clarinet is the result of probably the greatest possible research into the metal clarinet with the biggest possible clarinet size, the most ideal tuning, and the most ideal seasoning. Over five years of laboratory development, extensive testing backs every claim.

The body of the Holton Silvered Clarinet is of Solid Silver, secured in a beel of exactly the same proportions — with less of the wood along the edge, in the manner of a wood clarinet. This solidifies the key and makes for perfect seasoning.

FRANK HOLTON & CO.

One of the Old Guards
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Across the Flat-top Desk

A Sociable Note

Whether you have seen the newspaper and heard the news or not — or care to do so — you will probably not want to miss the latest developments in the area of the social, political, and economic world. These developments are not only of interest to us but also to our friends and neighbors. And if you are interested in learning more about them, you may want to attend one of the meetings that are being held regularly in the area.

The Purification of the Urn

UNLESS the place of The National Association of Musical Instruments and Musical Accessories Manufacturers (and in any other long, long string of words, the repeats, and the repeated) is to be an extremely well-spent affair, as is the belief of the project which has reached it. Without a question, the event will appeal to the music and musical accessories manufacturers, and not to the produce or the manufacturers of the produce, because it is a critical world, and the New York Festivals is a music center in the world, and the New York Festivals is a music center in the world.

The New York Festivals is a music center in the world, and the New York Festivals is a music center in the world. The event will attract the attention of music lovers and music dealers, and it will draw the attention of music lovers and music dealers. The event will be well attended by the music lovers and music dealers, and the event will draw the attention of music lovers and music dealers.
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The Piano in Architecture

BY JUDSON ELDREDGE

W HILE the use of musical instruments to accompany the voice is a very ancient practice, the history of instrumental music in its form practically began with the invention of the organ in the beginning of the seventeenth century. We might go back one step further and say that instrumental music owed its origin to the organ, for the beginning of organ music in general is given in the form as we now know it, being composed of the music of the organ, and that is, it seems, the only form that has ever been used.

The organ is the most important of all our instruments, not only in its own class, but for many purposes of use. It has always been considered as the most beautiful and most powerful of all musical instruments, and it is the one which has been used in the most ancient and the most modern music, in both compositions and instrumental music. It is the principal instrument in all musical compositions, and is the one which has been most extensively used in all musical works of any kind.
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Melody for January, 1920

Start the High School Bands in the Grades

So says Charles R. Spaulding, Director of Instrumental Music in the Public Schools of Newton, Massachusetts. Whether or not you are personally concerned with school bands, you will be interested in this article, which discusses facts and practical experience rather than theories.

The head band player in High's N.H. March with a rough-sawn whip and finish that the audience saw in one stage and applauded mightily, but the audience was one man, and I then became the center of a group of Newton High School’s band, and not until the music was finished did I realize that I was no longer a lone figure in a world of music, but a part of a living symphony of sound. I had become a musician, and I knew that I was not alone.

I have been long enough in this field to have struck up a friendship with my colleagues, and to have come to understand the music that we play. It is not only the music itself, but the way we play it, that gives it its beauty. The music is an expression of the thoughts and feelings of the people who play it, and it is this expression that makes the music a living thing.

The Newton System of "Instrumentalizing" the Grades

It's especially difficult to interest pupils in taking up the clarinet, said Mr. Spaulding, and just to meet the challenge posed by the clarinet, we have decided to start our own band. This is not a new idea, but it is one that has been tried and proved in other schools. We have found that the clarinet is a great asset to our band, and we intend to use it to our advantage.

Charles R. Spaulding

The great thing about the clarinet is that it is not only a beautiful instrument, but it is also very much fun to play. It is a versatile instrument that can be used in many different ways, and it is a great way to learn about music.

Selling Clarinets with a Saxophone

A request of the music committee for a clarinet school to be started in the junior high school. The committee is in agreement and has decided to start the school this fall. The school will offer instruction in clarinet and saxophone, and the students will be able to choose which instrument they want to play.

The Newton High School Band

Every member of the band is a regular student at Newton High School. The band has a membership of fifty.

The band has a membership of fifty, and the students who are members of the band are very proud of their membership. The band has a very active program, and the students are always looking forward to the next performance.

The band has a very active program, and the students are always looking forward to the next performance. The band has a membership of fifty, and the students who are members of the band are very proud of their membership.
First Aid to the Photoplayer

The PHOTOPLAY ORGANIST and PIANIST

Conducted by L. G.-del CASTILLO

First, to the left hand, or to the right, or both hands, and then gracefully, double notes and arpeggios for the right.

The same for the Left hand, and then gracefully, double notes and arpeggios for the left.

The second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The tenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eleventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twelfth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fourteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventeenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The nineteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twentieth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twenty-first book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twenty-second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twenty-third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twenty-fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twenty-fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twenty-sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twenty-seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twenty-eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The twenty-ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirtieth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirty-first book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirty-second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirty-third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirty-fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirty-fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirty-sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirty-seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirty-eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The thirty-ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fortieth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The forty-first book of which includes various musical numbers.

The forty-second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The forty-third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The forty-fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The forty-fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The forty-sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The forty-seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The forty-eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The forty-ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fiftieth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifty-first book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifty-second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifty-third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifty-fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifty-fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifty-sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifty-seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifty-eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The fifty-ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixtieth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixty-first book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixty-second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixty-third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixty-fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixty-fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixty-sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixty-seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixty-eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The sixty-ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventieth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventy-first book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventy-second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventy-third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventy-fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventy-fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventy-sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventy-seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventy-eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The seventy-ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eightieth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighty-first book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighty-second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighty-third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighty-fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighty-fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighty-sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighty-seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighty-eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The eighty-ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninetieth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninety-first book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninety-second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninety-third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninety-fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninety-fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninety-sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninety-seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninety-eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The ninety-ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundredth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and first book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and second book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and third book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and fourth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and fifth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and sixth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and seventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and eighth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and ninth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and tenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and eleventh book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and twelfth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and thirteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and fourteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and fifteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and sixteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and seventeenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and eighteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and nineteenth book of which includes various musical numbers.

The hundred and twentieth book of which includes various musical numbers.
THE CUSHING Practice Baton
"A Director by your side"

An instrument which entirely revives a baton in an artistic, rhythmic best. Every teacher knows that the most common weakness existing among orchestra is lack of a good baton. When, therefore, the Cushing Practice Baton is introduced, a new era in conducting is opened for really efficient orchestra work.

Send for FREE Sample Violin Parts of thelaying Agents BELWIN, Inc.

E.O. CUSHING ON MANUFACTURERS HARDWARE Parts of Violin, Stringless. and Accessories

LOVE ME BLUES
A Hot Dancing Hit—Orchestra 9c (M.O.)
LOYD GIVENS, Pub. 240 East 42nd Street, New York

VELAZCO ORGAN STUDIOS
NEW YORK'S FIRST AND FINEST
THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL
Direction of EMIL VEILACO, former instructor of the Paramount—PUBLIX—STANLEY and ROXY Theatres
Modern Three Manual and Wurlitzer Organ Installed
1658 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
The Clarinet that is Making History

It made its appearance in September, 1925, when no other concern in the world was making metal clarinets. No advertisements of metal clarinets had appeared for over 20 years. There were no metal clarinets in the market either in Europe or America. The only manufacturer who had made metal clarinets before 1923 elated at that time in his catalog—"All clarinetists are made of rubber, but they will be made of metal on occasion." The American selling agents of the oldest, high class European manufacturer of clarinetists—such instruments must be considered as experiments of practical use in Europe and elsewhere." This foreign concern made an experimental metal clarinet prior to the Paris Exposition in 1888, where it was exhibited.

The American selling agents of another prominent foreign manufacturer said in their catalog—"Metal clarinets cannot be recommended." A concern in Bohemia about twenty-five years ago exported a few metal clarinets to their agents in New York. In 1925 they had not found their way to players and, according to reports, remained unsold in the hands of the agents. A careful examination of records of 37 years fails to reveal any trace of the manufacture, selling or using of metal clarinets, except those mentioned before.

No one believed in metal clarinets.

The Silver-Bet has changed all this.

By sheer merit and popularity it has compelled the industry to change its equipment and methods. It has revolutionized the clarinet trade in America. The Silver-Bet has been copied and sold in Europe; its specifications have been adopted by the Army and Navy purchasing departments for their bands. It is used in many Symphony orchestras. In the Danziczky Symphony Orchestra of New York City, the most progressive orchestra in America, Silver-Bet is used exclusively.

Patents have been applied for, but until they are granted infringements cannot be prevented.

These are plain statements of facts which people should know and from which they may form their own opinions.

**OUR POLICY**

To make practical instruments with qualities such as the most critical clarinetists demand.

To use all instruments at lowest prices consistent with the highest grade of craftsmanship and materials.

To stand squarely behind each instrument.

**The Silver-Bet has changed all this.**

Try a Silver-Bet without any obligations to you at the music store in your locality, or write us. We also make the popular priced Metal Clarinets "Boston Wonder," and "P. X. Lachner." Inquire about them.

**The Cundy-Bettoney Company**

Originators of the first SUCCESSFUL Metal Clarinet

JAMAICA PLAIN, BOSTON, MASS.
A New Store
in New York!

A NEW company—organized to supply the finest type of instruments to the best artists in the profession located in the very heart of the Broadway Theatre District, at 211 West 46th Street, New York City. This firm—the United Band Instrument Company—was formed and financed by hard-headed businessmen. Catering to the most critical and most discriminating buyers of instruments in the world, they had to be hard-headed.

They chose the new Lyon & Healy instruments as the finest of their kind on the market. How did they arrive at this conclusion? By submitting our instruments for actual playing test to some of the best musicians in New York City. As a result of these tests the testers themselves bought Lyon & Healy instruments—Herald Sidall, Hank Boyer, Pete Louissi, Bob Hudson, Ray Maxon and Gill Keeler! Here are their pictures on this page, 56 of the biggest stars in the foremost New York music world!

These famous artists are so enthusiastic in their approval of the new Lyon & Healy instruments that they have said it with their own dollars. No wonder the United Band Instrument Company chose Lyon & Healy! And aren’t the above facts good reason for other professional musicians everywhere to test them personally and be convinced of what these fellows already know? See the nearest Lyon & Healy dealer or write us direct. We welcome “men from music.”

For Those of You Who Want Facts:

1. High F, E, B, and C tuned absolutely true.

2. Opening the key automatically releases tension, yet the tone remains pure and clear. This greatly assists your arm, arm bearing and macho effect to honor key.

3. The combined 10/4 key lever makes the double triggers of the left hand between three tones, sending out any sharp or slurring.

4. thumbboard, a feature that makes playing any key without pushing the right fingers through the key.

AllSaxophoneAddicts Are Now—All Have the Adams Improvements

Lyon & Healy
Manufacturers of Balanced Saxophones and Band Instruments
Corner Jackson Blvd., and Wabash Ave. CHICAGO

Sold By The Best Music Houses In The Country, Including...

United Band Instrument Co.
Harry Savage
Herman Wiedehaup
Peckman's Music Shop, Inc.
Hollander & Co.

Boston
Chicago
Washington
Minneapolis
St. Louis

Goldsmith & Co.
Columbia
Kemper
Wideman & Sons

S. Davison & Bros.
Cine Music Company
New York

Los Angeles
Minneapolis

Moore & Moore

Dunlop

The RADIO STARS PLAY LYON & HEALY INSTRUMENTS

The Notebook of a Strolling Musician

WHEN arriving in Louisville to begin our season of 1888-1889, the first thing I saw was an announcement on the billboards that Alexandre Liberati, cornet soloist and bandmaster, would appear with his band at the city park for two evenings. Everything, it seemed, had been worked out in advance. The whole thing was a great success and the band was invited to return for a second engagement. We were engaged to return to New York, and in New York in 1889-1890, I never had seen him at the head of his band, and this present opportunity was too good to miss. He had a very fine band at the time that was made up of some of the finest players of the cornet, two trombones, two clarinets, four saxophones, and the like. He was a wonderful military-band player, while Liberati was famous as a symphony, opera, or military-band soloist; he was, in fact, fitted into any of the above-mentioned groups, at the pleasure of the performers.

In an article on the life of Liberati by a contemporary writer, it is stated that the band leader in Boston in October of 1874 and, with the exception of one trip to Europe, had been a resident of this country from that time on. Between 1872 and 1893 he spent considerable time in Canada, where he was bandmaster of the Great Trunk Railway Band in Toronto. He was in Canada in 1891-1892 at the Atlantic Garden in New York City, and last heard him in Kilkenny in the year 1890. The writer never knew that he was seventy-six years old. I heard a great deal said about the “band of giants” that was Liberati's cornet band—1905 to 1909.

A Sour Note in Louisville

One last season in Louisville included one sour note, and that was the return engagement of the Wilker Opera Company. One night we were just on the point of playing two operas (one for matinee and one for evening performances) when Wilker himself came down front and ordered the orchestra to remain and play the overture only. To this, my father immediately said, “No, and we’ll leave the band.”

The orchestra filed out, and we were back in the band. We all felt that we had been treated with that objective from that date.

A couple of days later Wilker called us back to his house and said, “You fellows have been very good to me, and I hope you will all be here next season.” We felt that we had been treated with that objective from that date.
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A couple of days later Wilker called us back to his house and said, “You fellows have been very good to me, and I hope you will all be here next season.” We felt that we had been treated with that objective from that date.
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A couple of days later Wilker called us back to his house and said, “You fellows have been very good to me, and I hope you will all be here next season.” We felt that we had been treated with that objective from that date.

The orchestra filed out, and we were back in the band. We all felt that we had been treated with that objective from that date.

A couple of days later Wilker called us back to his house and said, “You fellows have been very good to me, and I hope you will all be here next season.” We felt that we had been treated with that objective from that date.

The orchestra filed out, and we were back in the band. We all felt that we had been treated with that objective from that date.
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A couple of days later Wilker called us back to his house and said, “You After two pleasant months spent in Cincinnati we left for Illinois, where we played for the summer season at the new Vélez Opera House. As previously stated the opening attraction was that one-night stand-by, the Baker Opera Company, with which we played. After that, we worked our way from place to place going from one city to another. The company had a tremendous reputation, and we were so pleased with the Vélez Opera House that we decided to stay on and work our way.
One Breath will Tell Why "Yorks" Excel
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YORK BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of GOOD BAND INSTRUMENTS Since 1892
Dept. 3223-A GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
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We offer a wide variety of music for bands and orchestras. Our selection is extensive and includes music for all occasions.
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PEDLER METAL CLARINETS

Have been accepted by the leading wood-wind experts of the country, who have advised us of these superior points which characterize this popular new product of the House of Pedler:

PERFECT INTONATION

CORRECT IN PITCH [A440]

FULL ROUNDED THROAT TONES

ARTISTIC WORKMANSHIP

Your success is assured by playing the best instrument obtainable. A five day trial will convince you.
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Novelty Fox Trot by Elmo Glenn, Herb J. Morgel, Earl Barnette

Luna Tune

Published by "MUSICAL RING" International Waltz

ROBERT H. WILSON
St. Louis Music Letter
By J. L. Bond

TOP 50 years ago, the St. Louis Symphony began under the leadership of its first conductor, Emil Schuette. The orchestra was established with the generous support of a group of local citizens. The orchestra’s first concert was held in a small, makeshift theater, and the audience included prominent local figures such as the mayor, the governor, and various other civic leaders. The concert was a resounding success, and the orchestra quickly gained a reputation for excellence. Today, the St. Louis Symphony is one of the most respected orchestras in the United States, known for its innovation and creativity. The orchestra’s current conductor is Andris Nelsons, who has led the orchestra to new heights of musical excellence.

Photography Music

Ross Roy, Photography

Ross Roy is a renowned photographer and musician. He has worked with some of the biggest names in the music industry, capturing their performances on stage and in the studio. His photographs have been featured in numerous magazines and publications. Ross Roy is also a skilled musician, playing the piano and the guitar with equal ease. His love for music and photography has led him to create stunning images that capture the essence of musical performances.

Galaxy of Orchestral Music

For Small and Full Orchestras Including

E: Alto and Tenor Saxophones

The “Galaxy” series contains a variety of orchestral works for the inner class, with an emphasis on professional settings. These arrangements are designed to showcase the individual talents of each musician, while still maintaining a cohesive overall sound. The series includes works for both small and full orchestras, with arrangements for alto and tenor saxophones included. The music is written in a modern style, with an emphasis on complex harmonies and textures. The series is suitable for a range of skill levels, from amateur to professional ensembles.

Weidt's Chord System

Piano, Guitar, Viola, Cello

Our Advanced Course in Composition A Revolution in 2020

Weidt's Chord System is a comprehensive course in composition, designed to help musicians develop their skills in writing original music. The course covers a wide range of topics, including harmony, counterpoint, and orchestration. The curriculum is structured to provide a solid foundation in musical theory and composition, while also encouraging creativity and exploration. The course is taught by experienced musicians and composers, who bring a wealth of experience and knowledge to the classroom. The students in the course are encouraged to compose their own music, with a focus on developing their unique voice and style.

Galaxy of Orchestral Music

For Small and Full Orchestras Including

Saxophones

The “Galaxy” series contains a variety of orchestral works for the inner class, with an emphasis on professional settings. These arrangements are designed to showcase the individual talents of each musician, while still maintaining a cohesive overall sound. The series includes works for both small and full orchestras, with arrangements for alto and tenor saxophones included. The music is written in a modern style, with an emphasis on complex harmonies and textures. The series is suitable for a range of skill levels, from amateur to professional ensembles.
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Let's Get Acquainted

Music Folks Well Knowing—Introduced
by Jacob Vann, Manager. Staff Correspondents

ONE of the most popular of Chicago musicians, Frank Kornel, has been playing for some time at the Orchestra Hall, a few miles north of the city, New York. He has recently been visiting in the city, and on his return to the city, he has met with a most cordial welcome from the music world. He is a fine musician, and his playing is of the highest order. His playing is not only pleasing to the ear, but also to the eye, for he has a wonderful control of his instrument.

Frank Kornel is a native of Chicago, and has been playing the violin for many years. He is a fine musician, and has played in many orchestras, both in the United States and abroad. He is a fine violinist, and his playing is of the highest order. His playing is not only pleasing to the ear, but also to the eye, for he has a wonderful control of his instrument.

Betty Shilton

Betty Shilton is the newest addition to the staff of the Theatre. She is a fine musician, and her playing is of the highest order. Her playing is not only pleasing to the ear, but also to the eye, for she has a wonderful control of her instrument.

Jack Martin

Jack Martin is the newest addition to the staff of the Theatre. He is a fine musician, and his playing is of the highest order. His playing is not only pleasing to the ear, but also to the eye, for he has a wonderful control of his instrument.

The Del Castillo Theatre Organ School

The Del Castillo Theatre Organ School is pleased to announce that at the end of only eight months' operation it has been able to add to its equipment a new and improved organ to accommodate the increasing enrollment.

This instrument will be installed with the aid of the Federal Government, and is completely equipped with modern stage effects. The instrument is operated by the Federal Government, and is completely equipped with modern stage effects.

It is hoped that these increased facilities for practice and study will eliminate the present waiting list, and permit instant enrollment.

The film library is also being enlarged, and the school is prepared to offer much more thorough instruction in all branches of theatre organ playing than before.

Plan now to join after the Christmas holidays. Further information will be announced.

The Del Castillo Theatre Organ School
36-43 State Theatre Building
BOSTON, MASS.
Have You Played the Latest Conn Trumpets and Cornets?

Professionals the world over have hailed the newest model Conn trumpets and cornets as the most perfect instruments of their kind ever achieved. If you haven't tried a new Conn there's a big thrill awaiting you.

You'll find flexibility far beyond any previous experience. A startling ease of breathing with superb tone, rich and solid in fortissimo, repletive in pianissimo, faultless intonation throughout the entire range. You play with perfect confidence because the instrument is absolutely dependable on the high notes—in fact throughout scale.

The celebrated adjustable valves on all Conn cornets and trumpets permit separate adjustment of tension to suit player and to accommodate a weak finger. Telescopic tuning slide enables tuning to the finest degree. Seventy-two operations are performed in building Conn valves alone—an indication of the mechanical refinements embodied in these new instruments.

Get any Conn for FREE TRIAL. Use it in your playing, test it out thoroughly. Easy Payments, if you wish, when you decide to buy. Send the coupon now.

**Prices**

35 Trumpet, burnished gold $190; satin gold $185; silver, gold bell $160; polished from $89.

220 Trumpet, burnished gold $300; satin gold $295; silver, gold bell $280; polished from $165.

4A Cornet, burnished gold $175; satin gold $165; silver, gold bell $155; polished from $89.

5A Cornet, burnished gold $175; satin gold $165; silver, gold bell $155; polished from $89.

**Copyright MCMXVII by Walter Jacobs, Inc. Boston. All rights reserved, including public performance for profit.**
LADY MOON

Waltz Song

Words by
VIRGINIA MCDONALD

Music by
F. HENRI KLICKMANN

Composer of:
"Hawaiian Moonlight"
"Waters of the Panakani," etc.

Valse moderato

With a song

La - dy Moon, I greet you and en -

treat you to be wise;
Stars a - bove might

steal the love - light hid - ing in your soft and dream - y eyes!

Copyright 1927 by Alfred & Co.
1653 Broadway, New York

International Copyright Secured

MELODY
When you smile so sweetly down upon me,
skies of silvery white and blue,
Gazing all the while at you,
For there's nothing I'd rather do! So I

Let your little moonbeams kiss me fondly; Shine and glimmer always, with your soft rays, Lady Moon!
drift along and dream on till at last I seem like all the little beams a bove,
Floating in the air,

How I love to roam at night in moonlight clear and bright 'Neath a little broadside

MELODY 32

MELODY 33
Happy to be where my heart just thrills with love!

Let your little moonbeams down upon me,

Lady Moon I greet you and entreat you to be

Kiss me fondly; shine and glimmer always,

With a song;

Stars above might steal the love-light

With your soft rays, Lady Moon! And drifting on,

With a song;

Hiding in your soft and dreamy eyes! When you smile so sweetly

Dreaming all along, my heart's saying, I love you!
Melody for January, 1918

For YOUNG BANDS

Unquestionably the most valuable contribution to the literature for amateur bands is the series of forty-six compositions in the Walter Jacobs' Select Repertoire for Young Bands.

REAL BAND MUSIC—musically meritorious in point of melody, composition and arrangement; full and complete in instrumentation, and playable. Again and again do leaders comment with surprise and pleasure on the remarkable qualities of these selections—and the secret is that they are especially written and arranged for young bandsmen by musicians who "know their stuff."

No emasculated editions of difficult numbers, no dinky tunes or exercises, but REAL MUSIC, with every part well within the scope of the inexperienced player. Yet so musically worth while are these numbers that many of them are in the libraries of mature bands.

TWO OF THE MANY LETTERS RECEIVED

I am using with much success your recent edition of "Band Music for Young Bands" and wish to compliment you on this fine enterprise; one of the "jewels" which I value more than all the rest I own. —GEO. J. AMBERRY

Superintendent of Public School Music, Schenectady, N. Y.

Just a line to tell you how much I am indebted to you for the Walter Jacobs Literature. The fine Band that the Park Band of Chicago is playing the complete list of their splendid arrangements, and I am free to say that the great success of the organization is due to their work. —ALBERT COOKE

Anthem Hall Building

Chicago, Illinois

INSTRUMENTATION

Note the unusually large instrumentation listed below. Each part is on a separate sheet, with double parts for cornets, clarinets, alto sax, tenor, and drums, as indicated.

Each number supplied complete for
1. Clarinets in A (4 each)
2. Cornets (3 each)
3. Tenor Saxophones (2 each)
4. Baritone Saxophones (2 each)
5. Contralto Saxophone
6. Alto Saxophone
7. Clarinet (Bb)
8. Alto Clarinet
9. Bass Clarinet
10. Bassoon
11. Bb, Eb, and F Horns
12. Bb Trumpets (3 each)
13. Cornets (2 each)
14. Tuba (F)
15. Piano

The numbers listed and a wide variety of other original compositions and classics are available for orchestra in the Walter Jacobs Library for Public School Orchestras, the Jacobs Folios for School Orchestras, etc. Complete catalogs of School Band and Orchestra Music with sample violin and cornet parts on request.

IMPORTANT: The above pieces are not published as a collection or folio and are obtainable only as separate numbers, each complete for the instrumentation as listed.

WALTER JACOBS, Inc. Music Publishers
120 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

The Walter Jacobs Select Repertoire for Young Bands

1. Done Too Soon (F, 6 parts) $1.00
2. Done Too Soon (F, 6 parts) $1.00
3. Flying V (G, 6 parts) $1.00
4. Gibbon of the Valley (Bb, 6 parts) $1.00
5. Goldilocks (G, 6 parts) $1.00
6. Goldilocks (G, 6 parts) $1.00
7. Goldilocks (G, 6 parts) $1.00
8. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
9. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
10. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
11. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
12. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
13. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
14. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
15. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
16. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
17. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
18. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
19. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
20. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
21. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
22. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
23. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
24. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
25. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
26. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
27. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
28. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
29. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
30. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
31. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
32. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
33. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
34. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
35. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
36. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
37. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
38. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
39. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
40. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
41. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
42. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
43. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
44. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
45. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
46. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
47. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
48. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
49. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
50. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
51. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
52. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
53. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
54. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
55. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
56. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
57. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
58. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
59. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
60. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
61. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
62. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
63. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
64. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
65. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
66. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
67. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
68. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
69. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
70. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
71. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
72. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
73. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
74. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
75. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
76. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
77. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
78. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
79. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
80. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
81. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
82. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
83. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
84. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
85. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
86. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
87. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
88. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
89. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
90. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
91. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
92. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
93. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
94. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
95. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
96. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
97. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
98. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
99. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00
100. Honey Nut (C, 6 parts) $1.00

Price, Each Number, Net (6 copies per the Net) 60c

SOLO CORNET PARTS SENT ON REQUEST

This reproduction is used for another's benefit and copyrighted. It is not recommended for a non-commercial purpose without proper authorization. Unauthorized use is illegal.
DEAGAN CELESTE SONG BELLS

Nothing New Under the Sun
A FEW weeks ago S. ("Gus") Moser, "his what used the drum book," was in Boston with George M. Cohen's latest production, The Merry Widow, which is considered to be the biggest and best of Cohen's shows. It was written especially to top the now defunct Elgin Theater located in Times Square, New York City. Moser (as I believe have written in this column) is an active exponent of the military style of drumming and never misses an opportunity to do a little display work in behalf of this wonderful art. He declared that he does many more drum taps in the show of The Merry Widow than he did in all his other engagements, and he has been a student of the American musical center for the past twenty years, and that statement giving back to the philosophy of "The Drummer" just goes to prove the truth of the old adage about seeing nothing new under the sun.

GEO. L. STONE

The Drummer Conducted by GEO. L. STONE

THE DRUMMER

Drum Topics is the Drummer's "Blue Book" of information. It not only gives the latest dope on effects and tips regarding the way to get the most out of every Drummer's instrument but it also contains authentic news about the boys and their jobs, the world over. A hundred photos in each issue, 16 pages. Published every three months—not monthly.

Mail this coupon to-day

Name

Street

City

State

Leedy Manufacturing Co., Indianapolis, Indiana

FREE TO DRUMMERS!

Leedy DRUM TOPICS

"The Exclusive Drummer's Magazine"

FREE MAGAZINE

For the Drummer

Send for the new Ludwig Drummer Catalogue, the most complete, complete listing of the famous LUDWIG DRUMMER'S INSTRUMENTS in the world. The book contains names, prices and complete information on the entire line of Ludwig drums and snare drums. You will find the names, prices and complete information you are looking for in this new catalogue, and in every instance you will find the same as advertised.

LUDWIG & LUDWIG

Headquarters for the Drummer
220-222 NORTH LINCOLN STREET, CHICAGO

LUDWIG"R"LUDWIG

FIVE MALLET XYLOPHONE SOLOISTS

Send for free list of special
THE DIXIE MUSIC HOUSE
120 S. Wabash Ave. CHICAGO

 Tick Tick DRUMMERS Tick Tick to the Modern Dance Dance
RAGTIME-JAZZ-SYNCHOPATION

All For Drummers, Not Just for Swing. Send 65 cents for a copy of this new printed book, "Tick Tick DRUMMERS Tick Tick to the Modern Dance Dance," music by Edward B. Griffith, Chicago, and complete instructions for playing it. A book that will teach the drummer a new style of drumming, one that is not only syncopated but jazz-like as well. This book contains over 80 pages of music, and is priced at only $3.00.

Excerpts from the book include:

Drumming is the art of coordination and expression, and the drummer's job is to play with imagination and style. The drummer should be able to play different rhythms, from simple snare beats to complex drum patterns. The book also includes exercises to improve the drummer's technique, such as playing with a metronome and practicing with different drum kits. The book also includes tips for playing in different genres of music, such as rock, jazz, and classical. Overall, this book is a valuable resource for drummers of all skill levels, and will help them to improve their playing and creativity. It is highly recommended for anyone interested in drumming. | 43 | 44 |
Keepin' Posted

Editorial paragraphs prepared for musical and music-related workers to keep in touch with the latest developments and opportunities in the broad and interrelated fields of professional and commercial activities.

The November-December issue of Keith-Wakeham's Wake-Word, vol. 49, no. 12, 1939, published by W. A. Q. H. Wake-Word, Inc., at 114 W. 35th Street, New York, is now available. It contains articles and reviews of musical and entertainment interests. The magazine is published bi-monthly and is distributed to subscribers throughout the country.

Practical
Economical
Adaptable
Every Part Playable

Written and arranged especially for youth groups in point of musical merit and playability fully up to the highest standard established by the various collections and compositions which have made the catalog of Walter Jacobs, Inc., outstanding for music of this type. Every number included in the collection was first tried and proven. Complete for orchestra, band, saxophone band, and piano in combination. See line at left. Note that lead or melody parts are given in different instruments.

Send for booklet giving complete list of titles and sole agents.

A Diversified Collection of Original Compositions by Various American Writers

Pricing, each volume (except Canada and Foreign)
Piano (conductor): 1.00 net
All other instruments: each, 33c


A New Folio for January, 1939

Please note that Lead and Melody parts are given in different instruments.

Send for booklet giving complete list of titles and sole agents.

Pricing, each volume (except Canada and Foreign)
Piano (conductor): 1.00 net
All other instruments: each, 33c


A New Folio for January, 1939

Please note that Lead and Melody parts are given in different instruments.

Send for booklet giving complete list of titles and sole agents.

Pricing, each volume (except Canada and Foreign)
Piano (conductor): 1.00 net
All other instruments: each, 33c


You Can Take It or Leave It

P挖掘 out your musical rating on a date and

Tell us how it seems to you and your friends.

We'll print your comments in this column. We are

always interested in hearing from you and welcome

your contributions. Just send your ratings in the

form of a short letter to: You Can Take It or Leave It,

Melody for January, 1928.

The Amateur's Guide to Musical Instruments

The following guide to instruments of all kinds and types should prove useful to those who are interested in the world of music. It includes information on the history, construction, and playing techniques of various instruments, as well as suggestions for beginners.

1. The Violin

The violin is a popular string instrument used extensively in orchestras, bands, and chamber music ensembles. It has a warm and expressive sound and is versatile in its range of pitches and dynamics. The violin is held under the chin and played with a bow, which is drawn across the strings to produce a variety of notes.

2. The Violoncello

The violoncello is similar to the violin but is larger and has a deeper, richer tone. It is often used as the solo instrument in orchestras and chamber music ensembles. The violoncello is played with a bow, similar to the violin, but is held further away from the body.

3. The Double Bass

The double bass is the largest and lowest-pitched string instrument in the orchestra. It is used in symphonies, chamber music, and jazz ensembles. The double bass is played with a bow, similar to the violin and violoncello, but is held even further away from the body.

4. The Piano

The piano is a keyboard instrument that produces sound by striking hammers against a set of strings. It is used in classical, contemporary, and pop music. The piano is played with both hands, and the sound is produced by the hammers striking the strings.

5. The Guitar

The guitar is a stringed instrument that produces sound by plucking or strumming the strings. It is used in a variety of musical genres, including classical, folk, rock, and country. The guitar is played with a pick or fingers, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the strings.

6. The Ukulele

The ukulele is a small four-stringed guitar that originated in Hawaii. It is used in traditional Hawaiian music, as well as in popular music. The ukulele is played with a pick or fingers, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the strings.

7. The Flute

The flute is a wind instrument that produces sound by blowing air across a reed. It is used in classical, contemporary, and world music. The flute is played with a mouthpiece, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the reed.

8. The Clarinet

The clarinet is a woodwind instrument that produces sound by blowing air into a mouthpiece. It is used in classical, contemporary, and jazz ensembles. The clarinet is played with a reed, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the reed.

9. The Saxophone

The saxophone is a woodwind instrument that produces sound by blowing air into a mouthpiece. It is used in jazz, pop, and world music. The saxophone is played with a reed, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the reed.

10. The Trumpet

The trumpet is a brass instrument that produces sound by blowing air into a mouthpiece. It is used in classical, contemporary, and jazz ensembles. The trumpet is played with a mouthpiece, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the reeds.

11. The Trombone

The trombone is a brass instrument that produces sound by blowing air into a mouthpiece. It is used in classical, contemporary, and jazz ensembles. The trombone is played with a slide, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the reeds.

12. The Pipe Organ

The pipe organ is a large instrument that produces sound by air passing through pipes. It is used in classical and church music. The organ is played with a keyboard and pedals, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the reeds.

13. The Harp

The harp is a plucked-string instrument that produces sound by plucking the strings. It is used in classical, contemporary, and world music. The harp is played with a bow, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the strings.

14. The Bagpipes

The bagpipes are a wind instrument that produces sound by blowing air through a bag. They are used in Scottish and Irish music. The bagpipes are played with a mouthpiece and a bag, and the sound is produced by the vibration of the reeds.

15. The Didgeridoo

The didgeridoo is a wind instrument that produces sound by blowing air through a tube. It is used in Australian music and is played with a mouthpiece and a tube. The sound is produced by the vibration of the reeds.

The Wonders of Science

Science is constantly evolving and expanding our understanding of the world. From the discovery of electricity to the exploration of space, science has provided us with countless wonders.

Rataplan Rattle

The rataplan rattle is a type of percussion instrument that produces a distinctive sound when struck. It is often used in traditional music and can be played with a variety of tools, such as sticks or mallets.

The Science of Sound

Sound is a form of energy that travels through the air as vibrations. It is produced by the vibration of objects, such as the strings of a guitar or the reeds of a flute.

The Science of Light

Light is a form of energy that travels through space and is visible to the human eye. It is produced by the emission of photons, such as when a lamp is turned on.

The Science of Color

Color is a form of visual perception that is produced by the stimulation of the eye. It is produced by the absorption of light by pigments, such as those found in flowers, animals, and plants.

The Science of Time

Time is a concept that is used to measure the duration of events. It is produced by the movement of the Earth around the Sun and the rotation of the Earth on its axis.

The Science of Space

Space is the vast expanse that surrounds the Earth. It is produced by the expansion of the universe and is filled with stars, planets, and other celestial objects.

The Science of Energy

Energy is a form of matter that can be transformed from one form to another. It is produced by the movement of objects, such as the energy produced by a moving car.

The Science of Matter

Matter is a form of energy that exists in a solid, liquid, or gas state. It is produced by the movement of particles, such as atoms or molecules.

The Science of Life

Life is a form of energy that exists in a living organism. It is produced by the movement of cells and is characterized by growth, reproduction, and metabolism.

The Science of Death

Death is a form of energy that represents the end of life. It is produced by the cessation of cellular activity and is characterized by the loss of consciousness and respiration.

The Science of Love

Love is a form of energy that exists in a human relationship. It is produced by the movement of the heart and is characterized by affection, attraction, and intimacy.

The Science of War

War is a form of energy that exists in a conflict between two or more entities. It is produced by the movement of soldiers and is characterized by violence, destruction, and death.

The Science of Peace

Peace is a form of energy that exists in a state of harmony. It is produced by the movement of people and is characterized by cooperation, tolerance, and understanding.
HARMONY in 12 easy lessons
E. de Lamater's Own System
just as used by him in fifteen years' arrangimg, composing and teaching.
Used and endorsed by leading pro-
musicians, amateurs, manufacturing and stage.
The latest, only, practical instructions of Har-
mony without minute study is in an ununder-
stood quality.
LEARN TO MEMORIZE IMPROVE, ARRANGE, COMPOSE
All short notes easily explained. Personal help, criticism and correction. Results guaranteed.

Mail Coupon Today!

The Lamater Publishing House
234 North Market St.
Chicago, Ill.

Send me free information and proof of results. It has transformed that I have never before obtained.
Name
Street
City
State

ATTENTION! VIOLIN MAKERS AND REPAIRERS
Headquarters for Choice Imported Wood, Special Tools, Violin Varnish in all colors, Glue, Rubbing Papers, Blue Prints, Master Violin Patterns and Forms, Necks, Ribs, Bars, Posts, Pegs, Bridges, Tailpieces.

EVERYTHING NEEDED
Complete Catalog From Erin to Egypt
Elias Howe Co.
180 Boylston Street, Boston

Your song or composition arranged for Piano (up to 4 pages), copyrighted, and 100 printed copies for $20. net. Send 10c for sample.

J. W. LANG, 306 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.

by associated alterations to satisfy what may be termed the requirements of the war, and as the limitations most certainly take place in musical passage it is used in chorographical works, to give different forms of the minor scale for ornamenting and disposing.

Examples are here given of three voices which are familiar and need not be explained. I specially remind the amateur teacher that the minor scale which is ornamenting the sixth and seventh degree half a tone, and is descending entirely down the whole scale, is called the minor scale. The minor scale, with only the seventh degree raised half a tone in ornamenting, is called the favorite minor scale. This scale has the usual forms of the minor scale.

There are several forms of the minor scale. There are scales other than those explained in favor of the Dominant - the whole four tone, one or two minor scale out of the usual form, and, frequently, an unusual, well-calculated, quarter-tone scale is illustrated.

West Coast News Notes
By J. D. BARBOUR

The Silicone Theater, Los Angeles, has always been considered a "gag" by its inability to make money for West Coast. This was the story up to a few months ago. The situation in the revenue when this was written is, oddly enough, because the show is and has been in action, and not unlike the Pike Piper '0f the Hippodrome, has attracted such crowds of people that this house is now known as a real money-maker.

Fred Spieker, agent at the Kineo, Denver, Colorado, was asked to open the Wiltern Circle in the Ochey Theater (now that house inaugurated in its new policy of vaudeville and modern pictures. Mr. Spieker was formerly a resident of Seattle, having played at various houses in various localities.

Chirstensen School of Popular Music
Suite 466, 20 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

Tuxedo Cloth
A new twist to the highly acclaimed polishing cloth for cleaning, polishing, and maintaining violins, violas, and cellos.

PROFITABLE AND PLEASANT
Space Time Employment
BEGINNING JOURNALISM: September 15th, 1924; to December 31st, 1925
CHURCH OR EDUCATIONAL: September 15th, 1924; to December 31st, 1925
COMIC: September 15th, 1924; to December 31st, 1925

WALTER JACOBS, Boston

Banjoists YOU WANT THIS
Special Hot Counter Melody Chorus Arrangements

Your turn to shine in the limelight! Be a part of the swinging rhythm! Get a new tune and have the audience foot-tapping and clapping you on your way! Let your talent be heard and let your reputation grow! Get the hot counter melody arrangements from WALTER JACOBS, Boston.

Mandolintech
36 Graduated Exercises & Studies

WALTER JACOBS, Boston

Give Yourself This Treat

The New Gibson*Biscuit Sawnwood Mandolin is just what you need for string and guitar playing. The 15 frets and 38 strings provide a rich tone and excellent intonation. The "Biscuit Sawnwood" mandolin is available in the USA at a reasonable price.

Gibson Inc., 500 Parson St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Give Yourself This Treat...

No Instrument is Better Than Its Strings
There Are No Better Musical Strings Than TRUESOLO

For General Purpose Use

TRUESOLO

KLEERTONE

For Professional Use

ORCHESTRAL BANDS

BOOKS OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS

ONE BOOK TO COVER THEM ALL

ONE BOOK TO COVER THEM ALL

A book which contains everything you need to know about the orchestral and wind instruments.

Orchestral Band Methods

By H.B. McNeil

McNeil Banjo School

61 West 46th St., New York, N.Y.

No Instrument is Better Than Its Strings

TRUESOLO

For All General Purposes

KLEERTONE

For Professional Use

TRUESOLO

KLEERTONE

MANUFACTURED BY

Standard Musical String Co.

225 Cypress St., New York City

Chicago Banjo Artists Demand
Milton C. Wolfe
"(Quality Supremacy)"
Banjo Heads
(
"Every Banjo Head Personally Selected and Approved by Chicago's Banjo Men"

In order to maintain the highest standards of quality and craftsmanship, the Chicago Banjo Artists have demanded the selection of the finest banjo heads by Milton C. Wolfe. Known for his "Quality Supremacy," Wolfe has earned the respect and admiration of banjo players across the country. His commitment to excellence has made him the preferred choice for banjo heads, ensuring the best possible performance for every player. Contact Wolfe today to experience the difference for yourself.

Gibson Musical String Co., Nashville, T. N.

Publication Date: 1928

Musician, Banner, Artist

Good music, half a century of good music. Worth a bottle of wine.

Readers

Gibson Inc., 500 Parson St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gibson Inc., 500 Parson St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gibson Inc., 500 Parson St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gibson Inc., 500 Parson St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gibson Inc., 500 Parson St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gibson Inc., 500 Parson St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gibson Inc., 500 Parson St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Satisfaction
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Musical Hands Across the Sea
An Interview with George Edgley

The attitude of foreign musicians and pupils to the American musical educational system is always a matter of interest and concern. This is particularly true when the country in question is a nation whose language and culture is so far removed from the American experience. In many ways, the American training system has been successful in creating a generation of musicians who are well versed in their craft but who may lack the nuance and subtlety that come with years of experience and exposure to different musical traditions.

The interview with George Edgley, a renowned musician and educator, provides valuable insights into the challenges faced by foreign musicians in the American system. Edgley's perspective offers a unique window into the world of musical education, highlighting the importance of cultural exchange and the need for a more inclusive approach to music training.

New Tenor Banjo Folios

If your name is Edgley, and you're a musician, you're almost certain to have heard of the tenor banjo. This instrument has been a staple of American music for decades, and its unique sound and versatility make it a favorite among musicians of all genres.

Edgley offers a comprehensive guide to the tenor banjo, including instructions, tablature, and performance tips. Whether you're a seasoned player or just starting out, this guide will help you develop your skills and deepen your understanding of this fascinating instrument.

Fretted Instrument Notes

The following guidelines are designed to help musicians maintain their instruments and ensure their longevity. Whether you're a beginner or an experienced player, these tips will help you keep your instrument in top condition and enjoy the satisfaction of making beautiful music for years to come.

At Last!

The De Luxe Gear Peg is the latest innovation in pegs and tuning mechanisms, designed to make your instrument tuning easier and more precise. With this peg, you can adjust the tension and angle of your strings on the fly, allowing you to fine-tune your instrument in seconds.

The De Luxe Gear Peg is available in a range of colors and materials, so you can choose the one that best matches your instrument and personal style. Whether you're a professional musician or a hobbyist, the De Luxe Gear Peg will make your performance more enjoyable and more satisfying.

Free Book to BANJOISTS

This free book is dedicated to all the banjo enthusiasts out there. It contains comprehensive information about the history, evolution, and technique of the banjo, as well as practical tips for beginners and advanced players alike. Whether you're looking to improve your playing skills or simply want to learn more about this fascinating instrument, this book is the perfect resource for you.

Moyer's Superior Method for PLECTRUM BANJO

Moyer's Superior Method is a comprehensive guide to playing the plectrum banjo. This book covers everything from basic techniques and exercises to advanced improvisation and composition. Whether you're a beginner or an experienced player, Moyer's Superior Method will help you master the banjo and develop your own unique style.

The Artisticist of the Banjo World

The Artisticist of the Banjo World is a collection of banjo compositions and arrangements performed by the renowned banjo player and composer Fred G. O'Dell. This album features a wide range of styles and genres, from traditional folk music to contemporary jazz and blues.

The Celebrated FITE-RITE PICK

The Fite-Rite Pick is a high-quality pick designed specifically for banjo players. It is made from durable materials and features a comfortable grip, so you can play for hours without experiencing fatigue or discomfort.

Trade Mark

Our Banjo Strings are made with the finest materials and craftsmanship, ensuring a rich and warm tone that will enhance your playing experience. These strings are suitable for all types of banjos, from traditional to modern, and are available in a variety of gauges to suit your specific needs.

The Cremation, Los Angeles Cal.

Gibson builds fine guitars, mandolins, banjos, and other musical instruments of the highest order. Through the years, Gibson has been a leader in the field of fine musical instruments, providing musicians with the tools they need to create beautiful music.
Paramount Banjos

IN TONE: Generally speaking, there are as many qualities of good tone as there are of materials. The finest tone of quality, covering power and richness is built into Paramount Banjo through a specialty patented construction process, using the true pitch of resonating sound. The great advantage which the Paramount Banjo has over all others is the availability of every material and every type of wood in the world, giving the instrument the highest quality of tone in the world.

IN WORKMANSHIP: The finest quality of materials, the most skilful handiwork to make the instruments, and the most painstaking nature of every man, are the factors in the workmanship of the Paramount Banjo. The top of the World's Most Artistic Quire is the only place to buy them.

Used by the World's Greatest Artists

Send for Catalog showing hundreds of players and orchestras using Paramounts.

WM. L. LANGE

228 East 22nd St.
New York, N.Y.

Please send me the above catalog.

NAME

ADDRESS

20 Selections on Approval

will be sent on approval to any music store in the United States.

BROCKMeyer's

Graded Teaching Music for TENO

BANJO

MANDOLIN and GUITAR

If you don't like the music, RETURN IT. If you like it, pay $1.00 for the music, $2.00 for the mandolin, or $3.00 for the guitar. The music will be sent by Express.

Crescent Music Pub Co., 1232 Olive St.
St. Louis, Mo.

WEIDT'S TENOR BANJO COLLECTION

Volume 5 Now Ready

50 practical and playable solos in tenor banjo, all arranged in suite form. 18 solos are new, and the rest are arranged from the best sources available. The volume includes a special collection of tenor banjo solos from the best sources, including some of the finest soloists in the field. The Vol. 5 is now ready and available for $1.50.

CONTENTS

1. Dances of the Turtle (Blow)
2. The Mountain (Blow)
3. The Boar (Blow)
4. The Wolf (Blow)
5. The Fox (Blow)
6. The Cat (Blow)
7. The Dog (Blow)
8. The Bird (Blow)
9. The Pig (Blow)
10. The Cow (Blow)
11. The Horse (Blow)
12. The Sheep (Blow)
13. The Goat (Blow)
14. The Monkey (Blow)
15. The Monkey (Blow)
16. The Elephant (Blow)
17. The Lion (Blow)
18. The Tiger (Blow)
19. The Lion (Blow)
20. The Cat (Blow)

100 solos returned within 30 days for a full refund.

WEIDT'S TENOR BANJO COLLECTION

Volume 5 - $1.50

Melody for January, 1928

Weidt's Tenor Banjo Collection

TENOR BANJO PLAYERS

Wolff & Chord and Harmony Manual

1. How to Build Chords
2. Nearly 100 Chord Formations given in all positions

Your musical rating

By Wolfe today, Price: $0.00 postpaid.

WOLFF SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Concord, N.Y.

Rowden's Tenor Banjo Technique

For use by both the instructor and pupil. This book is a valuable collection of standard methods for teaching the tenor banjo. It includes a detailed explanation of each note and its position on the instrument, as well as a comprehensive set of exercises and practice pieces. The techniques covered include fingerboard patterns, bowing techniques, and advanced playing techniques. The book is well-organized and easy to follow, making it ideal for both beginners and advanced players.

Price: $1.00 post paid. Canada 50c.
What I Like in New Music

By LLOYD G. DEL CASTELLO

Piano Music

Two Masons, by Harry (Olson). Published separately.

(1) Waist. A simple little allegro with a meandering melody, slightly in the style of an impressionist composer.

(2) Spontaneous. Some-thing the same mood, and yet quite different ideas, as if almost a slightly jazzy phrase. Two Masons, by Herbert (Olson). A simple tune in three parts, with an interesting counter-melody. It has a straightforward melody with a slight touch of impressionism.

Loudness, by Marc Pellen (Olson). One of the outstanding pieces in the "New Music" section. It is an original work, well composed, and shows great promise. The tune is simple and effective, with a beautiful sense of rhythm and counterpoint. A brilliant work, well done.

Not Reviewed

I wish to acknowledge receipt of the following compositions, but since they were not reviewed in this issue I do not necessarily mean that I consider them worthwhile. Anyhow, the editor allows me only four columns for this department.

Bynven, Op. 46

Piano Suite, by Mark Polt. A set of five sonatas, the fifth of which is a very interesting work. The fourth movement is a very effective and picturesque piece. The third movement is a very interesting study in counterpoint, and the second movement is a very effective piece in the style of the Baroque period.

Vonmolen, by James (Olson). A very effective piece, well composed, with a beautiful sense of rhythm and counterpoint. The second movement is a very interesting study in counterpoint, and the third movement is a very effective piece in the style of the Baroque period.

Bynven, Op. 46

Piano Suite, by Mark Polt. A set of five sonatas, the fifth of which is a very interesting work. The fourth movement is a very effective and picturesque piece. The third movement is a very interesting study in counterpoint, and the second movement is a very effective piece in the style of the Baroque period.

Vonmolen, by James (Olson). A very effective piece, well composed, with a beautiful sense of rhythm and counterpoint. The second movement is a very interesting study in counterpoint, and the third movement is a very effective piece in the style of the Baroque period.

Still Flying Higher and Our Director

And Now Sharing Honors with NATIONAL EMBLEM and OUR DIRECTOR

A. E. C. C. TAYLOR, Composer, Arranger

A Band is a Band

Whether composed of trained or untrained players, each band is a Band.

But another aspect is real in the minds of the players, in the era of our band evolution.

The price paid is not for admission.

Let us talk to you about it. A profusely sold out.

Eldorado Hotel
Kalamazoo, Michigan

CAPT. WILLIAM J. STANDARD

The Band was formed by the Kalamazoo Band Bookstore, a retailer known for its high-quality instruments and the leaders of the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra. The store has been serving the community since 1876, and we are proud to be a part of its history.

UNIFORMS

produced by SYLVAN Hall and Goodfellow Corp.

New Band Mouthpieces

by VANDOREN Kehler, Inc.

GEORGE EVANS & CO.

1235 North Plymouth St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Bach Mouthpieces

by VANDOREN Kehler, Inc.

VINCENT BACH CORD

P.D. Eile, Chord (New York City)

Good, Snapby Band Arrangements

by W. C. Foster, Co.

E. C. Foster, Inc., Box 497, Durand, Mich.

FOR YOUR BEGINNING BAND AND ORCHESTRA

Chord(s) of Band and Orchestra

by W. C. Foster, Co.

EMIL ASCHE, Inc.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Music Publishers since 1919

FOR MUSICIAN AND ACADEMY

Chord(s) of Band and Orchestra

by W. C. Foster, Co.

Music Publishers since 1919

We sold to the following:

JAROSLAV CERMA and ERCHEST PNECH present

Elmer Jones and his Four Melody Men

Nostrin’s Caravan

Ballroom

Music by Jenson

A Musician’s Society of Band Directors

Emil Ascher

Music Publishers since 1919

GOLDEN HORN DANCE HALL

BAND DIRECTOR

Music by Jenson

A Musician’s Society of Band Directors

Emil Ascher

Music Publishers since 1919

Henderson Uniforms

Address: 115 North Main Street

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

PERFECTION SAX, STRAP

2 in 1 Reed Trimmer REED CASE

Special Price, $1.00

FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE

183 Elm Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

WANTED AND FOR SALE

Have a selection of new and used sheet music.

DeMoulin Bros. & Co.

100 South Fourth St.,


YOU WILL BE PROUD OF YOUR BAND UNIFORM

IT IS MADE BY

The Henderson-Ames Co.

Kalamazoo, Michigan

There Is Real Value in Every Band Uniform

Send for Catalog and Price List

"LOOK OUR WAY"""
Let's Get Acquainted

If it is the thought of making friends that is what you're looking for, you can find plenty of it in 11th Street in New York City. There you'll find the famous 11th Street Bar and Grill, which is always crowded with interesting people. It's a great place to relax and make new friends. You can order a delicious meal and a cold drink while you chat with others who share your interests. The atmosphere is casual and friendly, and you'll find that everyone is welcoming and easy to talk to. Whether you're looking for a casual conversation or a deeper discussion, you're sure to find someone to connect with at the 11th Street Bar and Grill. So why not give it a try? You might just find yourself making some wonderful new friends!
There’s a Vega Instrument for You!

Here are the Special Model Banjos

Three special models have been designed by Vega Banjo musicians for the special men. These models all have the quality features that have made the Vega the instrument of standard excellence. They are offered in four models:

- Style "S" Special...$50.00
- Little Wonder...$50.00
- Whya Wonder...$75.00
- Keen-end Cane...$10.00

Also be sure to see the famous Vegaphones and the new Vegaon model.

Band Instruments

The better your instrument, the faster you win your musical trophies. Leading artists have won more with their Vega Trumpets and trombone than in the lower end. Vega Trumpets are made in six models in three scales. They are all suited for your individual style of playing. Vega Trombone are made in three different sizes for typing, band and symphony work. To make a complete Vega arrangement, add a Vega Snare Drum, Vega Banjo, Vegaphones, and Rarities.

For schools and young bands the Thompson & Olsen Horn Instruments are ideal. They are made on the same lines as the professional models, but have exceptional good toning qualities. They are supplied in B, C and F keys. Two trumpets, one cornet, one flugelhorn, and all other instruments for the complete band, including the latest model hornphones, are proportionately moderately priced.

The New Metal Clarinet

Every clarinetist should own a metal clarinet. They cannot crack like wood but their tone is the true mellower, softer quality. Vega metal Clarinet is tight with perfect intonation and faultless key action. They are made of solid Nickel Silver with solid nickel silver keys. The tone holes are made with wide flutes at the top with rounded edges, so that the key moves easily and smoothly. This is a distinct advantage.

Vega Metal Clarinet may be obtained in one piece construction or two pieces with nickel joint.

Write for Free Catalogs

The Vega Co.

157-91 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.